About Dolores Cannon
Registered/Certified Hypnotherapist, Certified Past Life Therapist
Dolores Cannon is a past-life regressionist and hypnotherapist who specialises in the recovery of “lost
knowledge” to facilitate healing and closure. Dolores has been involved with hypnosis since 1968 and
exclusively with past-life therapy and regression work since 1979.
Dolores has developed her own hypnosis technique (using the deepest possible level of trance, the
somnambulist state) that enables her to gain the most efficient release of information from her clients.
Dolores’ hypnotic technique also allows her to communicate with a patient’s ‘higher self’. This technique
allows, in many cases, for instantaneous self-healing of physical, mental and emotional conditions. Dolores
now teaches her unique hypnosis technique to students all over the world.
As an international speaker, she has lectured on every continent and is an author of nineteen books which
have been translated into twenty languages and newspapers. Dolores was the first American and the first
foreigner to receive the “Orpheus Award” in Bulgaria for the highest advancement in the research of psychic
phenomenon. She is an honorary member of the all-Russian scientific-and-research centre of traditional folk
medicine in Moscow. She has also received outstanding contribution and lifetime achievement awards from
several hypnosis organizations.
Dolores has appeared on such major TV shows as: NBC “Ancient Prophecies,” CBS-”Mysteries of the Ancient
World,” A&E biography series, Sci-Fi Channel-”Mysteries, Magic And Miracles,” CNBC-”America after hours,”
CNN-”Voices Of The Millennium,” the History Channel “The Nostradamus Effect,” Project Camelot, and has
been interviewed on over 1000 radio shows, including Art Bell’s “Dreamland” and George Noory’s Coast to
Coast. Articles about/by Dolores have appeared in several U.S. and international magazines.
Dolores is also known for her investigations into the UFO and esoteric fields. She has done on-site studies of
suspected UFO landings, and has investigated the crop circles in England. The majority of her work in this field
has been the accumulation of evidence from suspected abductees through hypnosis. Dolores has also become,
perhaps, the world’s most unlikely expert on the prophecies of Nostradamus. Working through several
different subjects, Dolores was able to establish communication with the living Michel de Notredame, better
known as the prophet, Nostradamus. His revelations and their impact on our own time are both fascinating
and at times frightening.
In addition to the three volumes of “Conversations with Nostradamus”, Dolores has completed:”The Legend of
Starcrash”, “Keepers of the Garden”, “Legacy from the Stars”, “A Soul Remembers Hiroshima”, “They Walked
With Jesus”, “Jesus and the Essenes” and “Between Death and Life”. “The Custodians”, discusses in detail
information regarding distorted time, screen memories, reasons for abductions, implants and much, much
more….
Her recent books, “The Convoluted Universe Series”, goes further into complex metaphysical theories and
covers “mind-bending” concepts.

